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Abstract 
Tisch Library at Tufts University has recently begun a pilot web archiving project, aiming to deepen Tufts’ 
collections in areas of strategic importance and support more “traditional” library collection development 
activities, while collecting material that is not known to be comprehensively collected by other 
institutions. Additionally, the project offers an opportunity for collaborative collection building with faculty 
and students that serves as a unique way to deepen our community‘s engagement with the library. 
The initial pilot collection focuses on environmental justice, selected due to its relevance to the Tufts 
community and curriculum and to build on existing Tisch Library collection strengths. Two undergraduate 
courses related to environmental justice were identified and invited to partner in the pilot project. This 
partnership would leverage student research to expand the initial collection while introducing students to 
concepts of web archiving and information literacy around websites and providing them with the 
opportunity to contribute to shaping the scholarly record. Both courses added a brief assignment to their 
syllabus: while doing research on their chosen topics, students would identify 3-7 web sites they felt 
would benefit from preservation and submit the sites to the library, to be evaluated and added to the web 
archive as appropriate. 
This presentation discusses the process of beginning a subject-based web archiving project, focusing on 
the collaborative project with two undergraduate classes. It addresses decisions made when starting and 
scoping the project; collection development issues; the logistics, benefits, and outcomes of the student 
and faculty collaboration; and future directions. 
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Agenda for today
Intro to a subject-based web archiving project
Scoping & collection development strategies
Logistics, benefits & outcomes of a student and faculty collaboration project
Concerns & evaluation
Future directions (???)
“5/4/2010: To-Do List” by john.schultz, via Flickr, CC BY-SA 2.0
What, and why?
What: A pilot subject-based web archiving project focused on environmental justice, and built in 
collaboration with two undergraduate classes
Why: goals of the project:
◦ To explore a new method of collecting born-digital content
◦ To deepen our collections in an area of strategic importance
◦ To contribute to the overall scholarly record by collecting material that is not known to be 
comprehensively collected by other institutions
◦ To pursue collaboration opportunities with faculty and students in order to increase engagement with 
our communities, contribute to student learning, and increase the project’s output
Starting the project: scoping
Options: topically, geographically, by type of resource
“This collection contains websites, blogs, and social media feeds of 
citizen groups and non-profit organizations who deal with 
environmental justice issues. Sites were selected based on their topical 
and geographic focus: the topical scope includes all environmental 
justice issues broadly, and currently, the geographic scope is limited to 
the City of Boston and the cities and towns that comprise Greater 
Boston. Sites hosted at other educational institutions or governmental 
sites that otherwise meet the selection criteria are not included.”




Combined with geographic terms
Plus reading on the subject
Led to more specific terms
Environmental justice Climate justice
Boston Greater Boston Cambridge Somerville
asthma toxic waste flooding pipeline tree cover
air pollution Water pollution mercury water safety
green space food deserts lead poisoning climate change




◦ Follow links from already-identified sites
◦ Search blog domains – e.g. site:wordpress.com or site: 
blogspot.com
◦ Look at Facebook pages of identified groups – “Pages liked by this 
page”
Considerations – ask yourself:
Who is responsible for the content? 
What is the content – is it useful/important, or is there a lot of irrelevant content?
Is there unique information – only available on that site or only available online?
Is the content at risk?
Consider context – does the website stand alone, or do additional sites/documents need to be 
archived along with it?

Metadata! (a work in progress)





◦ Dates (of crawls, a single date or range)
◦ Identifier/Source (associated page in Wayback, e.g. 
https://wayback.archive-it.org/7635/*/http://ace-
ej.org/)





◦ Dates (range of crawls)






“Some cheerful data”, by Dirkcuys, via Flickr, CC BY SA 2.0 

Course collaboration
Environmental Justice, Security, and Sustainability 
Women and Water: Fighting for Environmental Justice
Reaching out to faculty
Highlight benefits to the students
◦ experience with information literacy around websites
◦ exposure to web archives (a resource they’re 
probably not familiar with)
◦ the opportunity to directly contribute to a scholarly 
project – especially important for undergrads who 
don’t always have the opportunity to work on a 
“real-life” project
“Reach”, by Erica, via Flickr, CC BY NC 2.0 
Assignment design
5-page Literature Review Choose an issue in environmental justice that you are interested in and find a set 
of articles (or book) to review. Write a 5‐page (2500‐3500 words) paper reviewing this issue, providing an 
overview of the problem, data and evidence framing the issue, strategies and solutions pursued, and your 
own critical analysis of the methods and conclusions. Use the readings and themes from the course in your 
analysis. Try to find books and articles published in the last ten years. If you are reviewing articles, try to 
find at least 5 sources, with at least 3 from scholarly peer-reviewed sources. Grey literature (by 
government, think tanks, advocacy groups, and others) are acceptable for the remaining articles. 
Collaboration 
proposal – how 





◦ Website URL to archive
◦ Please provide a brief description of the site that 
could be used to describe it on the Archive-It 
web archive public interface (see 
https://archive-it.org/collections/7635 for 
description examples)
◦ Why do you think this site is important for the 
EJ movement?





◦ Increasing amounts of content are available only online. It can disappear or change in an instant
◦ It’s important for future researchers, practitioners, historians, the general public
◦ Stats on link rot
Wayback Machine vs. Archive-It
Considerations
◦ There are no right or wrong links
◦ Types of sites to consider
◦ Collection development considerations
How
Links were submitted! Now what?
Evaluate each link for relevance to the collection, quality of the site, any IP concerns, and ability 
to be crawled
Group sites into themes
Re-write scope to reflect expansion of the collection & to guide further scoping
Gather further seeds to flesh out each theme
“wp_fireworks_dual3”, by richcianci, 
via Flickr, CC BY ND 2.0 
Evaluation: benefits
The opportunity to engage with undergrads and faculty
Students learn about web archiving & information literary re: web sites
Faculty subject expertise
Students gathered links that might not come up in “environmental 
justice” searches
Submitted links helped illuminate important themes
Student-written descriptions saved time in metadata creation
Some excitement from the faculty & students
“Stars”, by Quinn Dombrowski, via Flickr, CC BY SA 2.0 
Sept. 19, 2016 
issue of The 
ExPress: Weekly 




How to document collecting decisions
Scope creep – is it strictly environmental justice?
Privacy – should I ask for permission to crawl?
Rights
What are people going to use this stuff for?
“questions”, by airpix, via Flickr, CC BY  2.0 
Evaluating the project overall
Did the collaboration project actually save me any time? Probably not
Did it find things I wouldn’t have found otherwise? Absolutely
Was it successful overall? Yes
What would I change?
“PS 98 First Grade Report Card,” by Herbert Maruska , via 
Flickr, CC BY NC  2.0 
What next?




record in Columbia’s 
Clio catalog
What next?
Provide better access to the 
collection. Some options:
◦ MARC records
◦ Webpage on the library site 
contextualizing the collection & 
linking to Archive-It, or a custom-
built portal
NC State page explaining 
web archiving, their 





Provide better access to the 
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◦ MARC records
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Provide better access to the 
collection. Some options:
◦ MARC records
◦ Webpage on the library site 
contextualizing the collection & 
linking to Archive-It, or a custom-
built portal
◦ Finding aid




Provide better access to the 
collection. Some options:
◦ MARC records
◦ Webpage on the library site 
contextualizing the collection & 




Online exhibits at Tisch create narratives using library 
collections. Exhibits highlight our unique resources and 
facilitate user access, education, and research for the Tufts 
community and a wider public audience.
What next?
How to engage users???
◦ Is the collection there mostly for 
the future?
◦ Data mining?
◦ Another collaboration project?
“Big question mark”, by Benjamin Reay, via Flickr, CC BY NC  2.0 
Questions?
Or stories to share about engaging users 
with your web archives?
Thank you!
andrea.schuler@tufts.edu
“Conversation”, by Valerie Kensky, via Flickr, CC BY  2.0 
